ABSTRACT | The presence of abnormally expanded glutamine ( Q ) repeats within specific proteins (e.g., huntingtin) is the wellestablished cause of several neurogenerative diseases, including Huntington disease and spinocerebellar ataxias. However, the impact of ªexpanded Q º stretches on the protein function is not well understood, mostly due to lack of knowledge about the physiological role of Q repeats and the mechanism by which these repeats achieve functional specificity. Indeed, it is intriguing that regions with such low complexity (low information content) can display exquisite functional specificity, prompting the question:
I. IN T RODUC T ION
Among all components, proteins are the key functional elements of the living cell. In fact, proteins are the cellular objects encoded by the genetic material, and they directly or indirectly control all other components, including DNA itself. It is not surprising that excessive, deficient, or abnormal protein functions lead to innumerable diseases.
In biochemical terms, proteins result from combining 20 natural amino acids (AAs) in different sequences of different length. Further, it is known that the information defining a given protein specific function and biochemical behavior is coded in its sequence of AAs [1] . Each of these 20 AAs is represented using a one-letter code turning the protein sequence into a "biochemical message" [2] . However, we still do not fully understand the structure of this message and how alteration of this information causes illnesses.
One interesting example of message coding is presented by proteins displaying sequence regions highly enriched in the AA glutamine (or Q , in one-letter code). These proteins play a central role in several neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington disease and spinocerebellar ataxias [3] .
Such sequence regions are strings of Q either homogeneous or scarcely interrupted (by non-Q AA); and they form repetitive patterns of low complexity (with a low information content). Therefore, these Q -rich ( Q R ) sequences are substantially similar to each other, even when presented by different proteins. In addition, it is also known that many Q R sequences acquire a helical structure (i.e., a periodical spatial array) able to bind other helical regions, Q R or not [4] . These regions, collectively known as coiled coils (CCs), introduce a 3-D factor that is crucial to the interpretation of the information coded in the Q R message. Despite their striking sequence and spatial similarities, Q R -containing proteins may differ in function, the nature of their binding partners, and the region within the cell in which they reside. This observation poses fundamental questions: How is it possible that similar Q R sequences mediate different protein behavior? What information elements modify the nearly identical Q R -message leading to different outcomes? To address these questions we analyzed the information content of Q R -containing CCs from two yeast protein groups with different functions, dissimilar localization pattern, and distinct interaction partners: transcription factors and endocytic proteins. Specifically, we relied on a strategy that introduced biochemical constraints to the statistical analysis of AA composition of Q R -containing CCs. Importantly, we used molecular and cell biological approaches to experimentally test the conclusions of our analysis. Our results show that non-Q AAs present in flanking regions or within Q R regions contribute providing specificity information, for example, for assuring proper protein localization. This work introduces a new concept concerning the organization of the information content within the protein message. Thereby regions with high binding potential, but with low entropy, achieve specificity by being coupled to high information content elements. Furthermore, we speculate that this packing information strategy applies to other biologically relevant cases beyond glutamine repeats.
II. MET HODS A. Method for the Analysis of the Information Content of Protein Sequences
The underlying rationale to this analysis is that most Q R are predicted to form CCs and to be engaged in proteinprotein interactions [4] - [7] (Fig. 1 ). This concept is directly supported by observations made using solved 3-D structures of Q R CCs complexes, showing that Q s contribute to protein binding [8] , [9] . Classical CCs typically bind each other by engaging hydrophobic AAs aligned on one side of their helices in hydrophobic interactions with their binding partners (Fig. 1) . Although mostly polar, Q contributes to the CC helix binding interface due to its ability to act as a hydrophobic entity when facing a hydrophobic AA on the binding counterparts ("ambivalent hydrophobe" [5] , [10] ).
Based on these biochemical considerations, we devised a protocol for the analysis of protein sequences to identify functionally relevant Q R s and elements likely to be carrying specific functional information. This multistep procedure is summarized below. 1) CC prediction: Protein sequences were analyzed using the COILS prediction algorithm (NCOILS version 1.0 using MTIDK matrix and no weights) [11] , [12] . A probability cutoff of 0.5 for CC prediction was adopted. 2) Q R identification: Taking into account the dimensions of protein α helices, for two Q s to be aligned on the same side, they will need to be spaced by no more than 3 AAs. Specifically, this condition defines a requirement of QXXXQ units at most (where "X" represents any AA). The higher the Q -enrichment of the sequence, the higher the chance that X positions will be also occupied by Q s, and therefore, the higher will be the probability that multiple helix faces will contain Q s aligned [Fig 1(a) ]. In fact, a subset of Q R s in which all positions are occupied by Q s (i.e., homogeneous, uninterrupted Q -stretches) will have all helix faces presenting aligned Q s. This subset includes disease-causing proteins such as Huntingtin and Ataxins. In order to differentially score Q R s with a different number of potentially interacting Q -faces, we adopted a simple "sliding window" algorithm as follows. First, we computed the average number of Q s within a 5-AA window (accounting for the QXXXQ-requirement) and assigned this Q -score value to the first AA in the group. Next, the window was displaced one position to the right and the calculation was repeated; the process continued until the entire protein was scanned. Within predicted CC regions [see step 1)], we defined a Q R as a unit having at least two helix turns with three Q s aligned on the same face, i.e., QXXXQXXXQX encompassing a 10-AA width segment. The minimal integrated sequence Q -score (when all Xs are different from Q ) over this 10-AA stretch must be >2 (i.e., 11/5). Therefore, we defined a Q R as a peak in a plot of Q -score versus AA position with a width of at least ten residues and with an integrated area (sum of Q -scores over the 10-AA width) >2 [ Fig. 1(b) ]. In other words, the method incorporates biological constraints that favors the detection of Q R s consisting of at least two turns of a CC helix with three Q s aligned on one binding-competent face. Of course, if more positions are occupied by Q s (i.e., some or all X = Q ), the score value would be higher, and so it would be the probability of displaying more than one binding face on the CC. The larger a sequence (i.e., beyond 10 AAs) holding an uninterrupted Q -score >2, the wider the corresponding QR would be. In addition, for two neighboring Q R peaks to be considered independent they should be spaced by more than five residues (one window); otherwise, they should be analyzed as a single peak; i.e., their areas and widths should be added. Peak position and width were used to define the Q R boundaries. ; it spans between the end of the Q R and the end of the CC (Fig. 2 ). C1 and C2 regions have a length ≥ zero. F1 and F2 regions correspond to the 10 AA preceding and following the Q R -containing CC, respectively (Fig. 2) .
Next, the AA composition within these regions as well as the composition of the non-Q AAs embedded within the Q R was determined. Overrepresentation and underrepresentation of specific AAs were estimated and statistically analyzed as described before [13] , [14] . Briefly, the observed frequency ( f i ) and its error ( E f i ) were calculated for every AA adopting a Poisson distribution according to
where a a i is the number of occurrences of AA i within a group of n elements.
The difference FD i with respect to the average frequency of that AA in the yeast proteome ( F i ) [15] was determined and expressed as fraction of the error of the difference (ED
where Δ F i is the difference of frequencies relative to its error. Frequency differences were considered to be significant if they were 1 or 2 E D i -units above or below zero. Δ F i calculations were performed for all 20 AA in all Q R s identified (Fig. 2) . 
B. Molecular and Cell Biology Methods

Reagents
4). For live imaging of cells expressing GFP-Ent 2
1−260 wild type (WT) or mutated, 2-5 OD600 nm of cells were pelleted and resuspended in 100 μ l of selective media. 10 μ l of cells were spotted on a precleaned glass slide, uniformly spread using 22 × 22 mM coverslips and imaged at 100X with GFP filters. Image processing was performed with Adobe Photoshop and ImageJ software.
Labeling of membrane with Synaptored: Staining was performed with the lipophilic dye Synaptored C2 to visualize the cell membrane (according to [16] ). In brief, cells were grown overnight in selective media, pelleted and chilled on ice. Following this, the pellets were resuspended in 50 μ l cold synaptored (1:10 dilution from a stock of 1mg/ml in DMSO) and incubated on ice for 15 min. Cells were washed twice with cold YPD to remove excess dye and imaged at 100X using GFP/ Rhodamine filters.
Quantification of protein membrane association: Using the "plot profile" function of the ImageJ software, a line (60 pixels or 3.87 μ m in length) was drawn across the cell membrane such that its midpoint landed approximately at the cell periphery. Also, care was taken that within a cell, the line only traversed along the membrane and cytosol (avoiding to intersect the nucleus and vacuole). Following analysis of DIC images and synaptored-stained cells, the cell membrane was found to be positioned between pixels 27-31 for most cells. Accordingly, the "plot profile" (also called the "line scan") function was used to measure the fluorescent intensity of each pixel along the specified line. Fifty cells were analyzed for each protein, and the average fluorescent intensity and standard deviation for each pixel position was calculated and normalized with respect to the maximum. Results were represented as graphs of normalized fluorescent intensity versus distance along the line. The differential localization of the two proteins (GFP-Ent 2 WT and mutated), and fluorescent intensities at pixels 27-31 (i.e., approx. 1.6-2.0 μ m) corresponding to the cell periphery were represented as box plots and, given the nonnormal distribution of the data, Wilcoxon's nonparametric statistical tests were performed.
III. R ESU LTS A. Identification and Analysis of Q R Regions in Yeast Transcription Factors and Endocytic Proteins
Q R regions have been proposed to be CC-forming functional units that engage in specific protein-protein interactions [4] - [7] . The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae has two important protein groups containing similar Q R s, but exhibiting quite different functions: transcription factors (TFs) and endocytic proteins (EPs). On the one hand, TFs localize to the cell nucleus where they interact with DNA and with gene expression machinery to promote gene transcription [1] . On the other hand, EPs are found at the cell cortex where they bind proteins involved in endocytic site/vesicle formation to promote the uptake of extracellular materials and to remodel the membrane [1] . How similar Q R mediate such dissimilar protein-protein interactions leading to different functionality in one and the other group?
We hypothesized that non-Q AAs located either within or flanking these Q R regions contribute to functional specificity. Therefore, we predicted that different protein categories will exhibit differential enrichment/exclusion of non-Q AAs present within Q R s or flanking them. Therefore, we tested our hypothesis by comparing the AA composition of Q R regions of TFs versus EPs. After analyzing yeast proteins according to the procedures 1) and 2) described in Section II, we identified eight EPs and 12 TFs containing Q R s within CCs (Table I) . These protein sequences led to a pool of 27 Q R s (12 from EPs and 15 from TFs) satisfying the criteria described in Section II.
In general, the length of Q R s was not significantly different between the two groups, but the Q R regions of EPs were significantly more interrupted by non-Q AAs than those from TFs [ Fig. 3(left) ]. Both upstream and downstream CC regions to Q R (C1 and C2, respectively) were in general short; with a slight, but not significant, trend for EPs to have larger C1s [ Fig. 3(left) ]. Our results concerning overall AA composition (including both TFs and EPs) agree with other studies aimed to describe general characteristics of CCs and Q R s [17] , [18] . For example, the AA proline (P) was enriched in the immediate flanking regions whereas alanine (A) was preferred throughout the CC [ Fig. 3(right) ]. Similarly, an overall trend to exclude AAs aspartate (D), cysteine (C), and glycine (G) from the CC/ Q R was observed (Fig. 2) . These results certainly validate our approach; further, the current study succeeded at 1) identifying other salient characteristics of Q R and 2) discriminating proteinfamily-specific Q R trends. 1) Other general Q R properties: Interestingly, our analysis indicates that although considered very similar to Q , the AA asparagine (N) was excluded from Q R s (Fig. 3 right, in red) . This observation supports findings from other investigators highlighting the differential properties of Q R versus N R (N-rich) regions [19] ; in fact, it has been proposed that N R confer prion-like properties observed in spongiform diseases rather than Huntington or Spinocerebelar ataxias (caused by expanded Q R -containing proteins). Also, our data showed that Q s were also enriched both upstream and downstream of Q R s (Figs. and 3) . However, even when found within CC portions (C1 and C2), they were separated by more than three non-Q AAs and hence were not likely to be aligned on the same helix face. 2) Q R protein-family-specific trends: We found significant differences in the nature of non-Q AA embedded in and flanking Q R regions of the two protein groups analyzed (TFs and EPs). For example, while the AA histidine (H) was enriched in Q R regions from TFs, it was excluded from those in EPs (Fig. 3, right) . (ENTH) domain followed by a region that hosts the Q R s but also other motifs for interaction with other endocytic proteins including clathrin [20] . To eliminate the confounding effect due to these motifs' potential contribution to the protein behavior, we produced an Ent2 truncation Ent 2 1−260 (i.e., spanning from AA 1 to 260) containing the Q R , but lacking other binding elements [ Fig. 4(a) ]. In addition, a green fluorescent protein (GFP) was fused to Ent 2 1−260 for visualization in live cells. As expected for an EP, the resulting GFP-Ent 2 1−260 localized normally to the cell cortex as determined by detection of the GFP-fused protein on cell membranes stained with the lipophilic dye "synaptored" [Fig. 4(a) ]. In contrast, replacement of the Q R EP characteristic glutamate (E) for TF-preferred AA histidine (H) changed the typical membrane EP localization for a more TF-like nuclear accumulation with a substantial cytosolic component [ Fig. 4(b) and (c)] . Furthermore, the membrane association of GFP-Ent 2 1−260 and the GFP-Ent 2 1−260 E-to-H mutant was quantified as described in Section II. While the fluorescence intensity of the membrane-associated GFP-Ent 2 1−260 protein peaked at the cell periphery, the GFP-Ent 2 1−260 E-to-H showed gradual increase of fluorescence signal due to the contribution of cell volume [ Fig. 4(b)-(e) ]. The normalized fluorescent intensities (F/FMAX) at the cell periphery area quantitatively showed that the E-to-H mutation significantly ( p < 0 . 0001 ) affected the ability of the Ent2 truncation to localize at the membrane [ Fig. 4(d)-(f) ].
Conversely, the AA glutamate (E) was preferentially enriched within Q R regions of EPs (Fig. 3, right) . Another striking difference between protein families was the preference for the AA aspartate (D), while it was enriched in the upstream Q R flanks (F1) of EPs, it was excluded from the same region in TFs (Fig. 3, right) .
B. Non-Q Residues Within CC Q R
Support Proper Localization of the Yeast Endocytic Protein Epsin
The results described above follow the prediction that TFs and EPs will exhibit differential preferences for non-Q AAs within or flanking Q R s. Therefore, these findings support our hypothesis that non-Q AAs are responsible for the specificity of Q R function; however, experimental testing of the validity of such hypothesis was needed.
Specifically, we altered the information content embedded in the CC Q R of an EP and investigate the in vivo consequences of such manipulation. Whereas E is an AA differentially present all throughout the CC Q R of EPs (Fig.  2) , H is systematically avoided in this region by this protein family (in contrast to TFs which specifically favor H in their Q R s). Therefore, we used molecular biology techniques to replace E for H within one Q R from the protein epsin Ent2 (a typical EP).
The epsins are a family of endocytic adaptors conserved across evolution essential for cell viability [20] . These proteins bear a lipid-binding epsin N-terminal homology 
I V. DISC USSION
It was observed that DNA replication errors (replication slippage) can lead to mutations in certain genes that translate as an increase in the number of Q s within Q R s [21] . When over a certain threshold (approximately 36 Q s), this Q -expansion affects protein function and constitutes the well-established cause of multiple neurodegenerative disorders such as Huntington's disease and spinocerebellar ataxias [22] . Considerable efforts have been invested in understanding the toxic gain-of-function effects of proteins bearing expanded Q R sequences. Nevertheless, the loss-of-function consequences of Q -expansion are known to have important contributions to the characteristics of the diseases [23] , [24] . However, the actual impact of lossof-function effects is not well understood, mostly due to lack of knowledge about the physiological role of Q R and the mechanism by which these regions achieve functional specificity. This work sheds light into these uncertainties and provides insight into the information-coding strategies of proteins.
From an information theory point of view, Q R regions are of low complexity and therefore of low information content. Indeed, the more Q -enriched a sequence is, the more CC Q-faces will be available for protein interaction, but the lower its complexity and information content will be. Further, others analyzed Q R sequences and found common AA compositions that not only describe many Q R -proteins, but also Q R -proteins from different species [18] . Therefore, this implies that a remarkable similarity exists between Q R of different proteins. However, it is known that Q R -containing proteins have exquisite functional specificity (e.g., TFs have no significant association with the cell cortex or the endocytosis machinery); therefore, where is the specificity information stored?
This work is the first to identify such information reservoirs. Our approach is unique in two aspects: it incorporates biochemical/structural constraints to the analysis (presence of CC and the necessity of Q alignment on at least one helix face) and discriminates against different families of Q R -containing proteins (EP versus TF). Nevertheless, when the results obtained with individual protein categories were pooled together, the general conclusions were in agreement with the ones obtained by colleagues (further and mutually validating their findings and our approach). For example, we found P in the flanks and E, H, A, M within the Q R -containing CC. In similar way, we found D, G, and C excluded from this sequences. Some of these results can be rationalized based on their CC-stabilizing and -destabilizing properties (e.g., A and G, respectively) [17] . However, our study also identified some novel general features of Q R s, notably the exclusion of the AA asparagine (N) from Q R s. This is an interesting finding as N has been suggested to share many properties with Q and both are found mixed in many sequences. However, there are also reports highlighting differential properties of these AAs [19] .
As indicated above, a defining biochemical constraint of our approach is that Q R must be included within a CC. Interestingly, we found 20% of Q R sequences (with high Q -score) in protein regions with low CC probability. Although those sequences were excluded from the current study, we speculate at least some of those regions might be induced to acquire a CC structure under special circumstances. One of such conditions might be the presence of the CC-containing interaction partner [7] ; testing this hypothesis will be the object of a follow-up investigation.
The approach used in this study was sensitive enough to identify non-Q AAs differentially enriched/excluded from within Q R and from adjacent regions in the two protein classes analyzed. For example, we found that while the AA glutamate (E) was enriched in Q R CCs from EP, it was excluded from those regions in TF. In contrast to EP, the TF protein group displayed Q R s enriched in histidines (H). Similar, while D was favored by EPs in the F1 region, it was excluded from the same region in TFs.
Importantly, the biological relevance of these findings was experimentally confirmed. Specifically, E flanking one of the Q R from the EP Ent2 was mutated to H (AA enriched in the Q R s from the nucleus-localized TFs), causing the localization of the resulting protein to shift from cell membrane to the nucleus and cytosol. This is interesting as polar residues have been suggested to also carry specificity in other protein ( Q R -independent) binding events [25] . Also, hydrophobic AAs leucine (L) and methionine (M) were enriched in the analyzed Q R -containing CCs from both EPs and TFs (Figs. 2  and 3 ). However, differences between the protein groups emerged in terms of what general portion of the CC host these AAs. While L and M were both enriched within the central Q R section of the CC in EP, TFs showed abundance of M in the non-CC F1 region and L within the C1 flanking portion (Fig. 2) . Hydrophobic AAs have been proposed to play a role in consolidating binding between proteins in general and in between CCs in particular [25] . Differences in the positioning of AAs L and M in EPs versus TFs may hint of binding mechanistic divergences by one and the other protein group.
Results from this study demonstrate that non-Q AAs provide specificity information controlling the biochemical behavior of low complexity elements such as Q R CCs. This strategy seem to rely on coupling a highly efficient interaction unit (but relatively low in information content, the Q R CCs) with modifiers (non-Q AAs) that control the overall process providing specificity. Relevance of specific position of the information elements with respect to the whole and identification of interaction partners will be the focus of future investigations. We speculate that this protein information coding strategy may be widely used in biological processes where structures made up of repetitive units serve multiple purposes, for example, other AA rich sequences (e.g., asparaginerich), but also cytoskeleton-dependent processes.
